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LOGLINE
«Häutungen» («Shedding») became a cult book of the women's movement in 1975. In it, the
Swiss author Verena Stefan relentlessly describes her escape from the patriarchal world.
The film shows how she increasingly became the ‘Mensch’ of her life and portrays her and the
people who were close to her.

SYNOPSIS
Verena Stefan writes «Häutungen» («Shedding») in 1975. Her book sells several
hundred thousand copies, the author becomes famous, celebrated and is
confronted with hostility – even from her own ranks – and soon after retreats to the
countryside. Later, she writes other books, among others about her mother and her
grandfather. They are always very personal, but it is precisely for this reason that
many people are able to follow on from the experiences and thoughts told by
Verena Stefan.
The film «The ‘Mensch’ of My Life Is Me» tells Verena Stefan’s life with archived
interviews and text passages from her works. In addition, we have spoken to longtime
companions like Cristina Perincioli in Berlin and Lise Moisan in Montréal.
We go back to the time when «Shedding» was published: 1975 was the
International Year of Women, but in Germany and Switzerland, married women
needed their husband’s consent to sign a contract, abortion was forbidden.
All these developments and experiences are reflected in the present, for example
in the Swiss women’s strike in June 2019, and in the growing and passing of
nature. Ultimately, the big question is: How can I lead a self-determined life?

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

I met Verena Stefan only once, thirteen years ago, when her book «Fremdschläfer» was
published and I realized a TV report about her. A ‘Fremdschläfer’ is a person who sleeps over
at a stranger's place, but it is also a term for the cancer that had lodged in her body (and from
which she eventually died) and a term for an asylum seeker who does not spend the night at
his designated sleeping place.
The encounter with her, the power of her precise language and her criticism of its
heteronormativity captivated me and her biography, which is reflected in her work, deeply
impressed me. But by the time I began to study her in depth, she was already dying.
Verena Stefan was born in Bern in 1947, the same year and in the same city as my mother.
With her Baccalauread in her pocket, Verena Stefan turned her back on Bern in 1966 and
went to a city where «the levers of culture move», as she puts it, to West Berlin. In 1975, her
first book, «Shedding», was published by a small feminist publishing house. The book
dissects the language and actions of men and women and holds a mirror up to patriarchy.
«Shedding» was a great success, sold hundreds of thousands of copies, was translated into
tens of languages and is today considered the most radical German-language book of
feminism.
Verena Stefan was an inspiration to many women, but she did not like to push herself into the
limelight. This is one of the reasons why there is very little footage of her. It was therefore
clear from the beginning that Verena Stefan's life had to be told by those people who were
close to her.
I personally think it's great that so many women - very different women - who are in the
autumn of their lives appear in «The ‘Mensch’ of my life is me» and thus set an example.
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